Use the sizing chart to determine the best size boot for your horse. profchoice.com/

**Step 1**
Once you have your new pair of Sports Medicine Boots place the open boot around the horse’s leg with the logo on the front of the leg and the hook and loop fasteners facing the outside of the horse’s leg as shown. For the easiest application make sure the fasteners are doubled backward and sticking to the fabric.

**Step 2**
Holding the bottom suspensory strap, attach the first hook fastener just above the suspensory strap. This helps hold the boot in place while you tighten the other straps.

**Step 3**
Working up to the top, tighten each strap. Make sure the top of the boot is even and the straps are parallel to each other. Re-tighten each strap working back down the boot.

**Step 4**
Unhook the bottom suspensory strap and pull it firmly to secure the middle hook closure under the sesamoid (point of the fetlock). Apply the remainder of the suspensory strap at a 45 degree angle from the leg and fasten it to the front of the boot. Finally smooth down all straps.